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• Create CD covers from one single image. • Super CD Cover Maker is a Windows
application designed to help your print CD covers. With this application you can create a
CD cover from one single image. Choose from a selection of CD cover formats. Drag &
drop from folder or using the explorer folder. On your disc, you will see it as a CD cover
for the front inside, back inside, inside, back (image) or in case of a CD. You can also set
a watermark. Super CD Cover Maker will create a standard CD and burn a CD in case
you need it. You can print it as a paper cover or print it directly on a CD in case you
need it. Designs Studio is a professional Mac utility for designing a variety of photo and
graphics related projects. Its powerful features and easy to use interface let you create
and draw the most realistic graphics directly on your computer. Whether you are a
novice or an expert graphic designer, Designs Studio can handle all your creative needs.
Key Features: - Excellent UI and Intuitive interface - Use any image from the entire Mac
OS X Finder - Simple drag and drop to create complex objects - Create vector and raster
graphics - Save all graphics as individual files - Easily edit objects, vector and raster
graphics - Save time with various automation - Replace lines, circles and even shapes -
Easy to draw - High quality image output, A4 (8x10) and letter size(8x12) PDF With
Designs Studio you can create and edit the most realistic graphics directly on your
computer. Bring your photo to life with the simple and fun PhotoDraw. With your own
photo as the subject, this program creates cool images and interesting effects, such as
graffiti, wood veneer, and funky stripes. Whether you want to dress up your photos for
Facebook or print out cool postcards at your local drug store, PhotoDraw is always on
hand to help you add a little pizzazz. The Best Photo Print and Copy is the easiest and
most powerful new photo print and copy utility to hit the market. From now on, you'll be
able to print or share full-color photos to any paper size, without having to go back to
your printer. Simply select the photo you want to print, right-click, and choose "Print and
Copy." Other than just "printing" and "copying," the app offers an advanced printing and
photo-editing features such as

Super CD Cover Maker For Windows

Super CD Cover Maker is a lightweight Windows software solution designed to help your
print CD covers with ease. The application has quite a simple interface, but that's only
the result of the limited number of features, which means you shouldn't expect to
create the most appealing CD covers ever seen. Super CD Cover Maker lets you create a
cover for every part of a CD case, including front, inside, back, back inside and even for
the CD per se. Still, the so-called cover is actually an image that's automatically
stretched to fit a CD case, with no other photo editing tools available. Inserting a new
picture is as easy as pie, and right clicking in the main window should do the job. The
supported formats include JPG, GIF, BMP, EMF, WMF, ICO and CUR. Super CD Cover
Maker also boasts a minimal “Preferences” window that lets you provide the path to
your dedicated photo editor and thus edit one of the images you plan to use on the go.
Other than that, there's nothing special about this app. It lets you print the created
covers easily, but you can also save the projects in its very own format in order to be
editing again at a later date. It's absolutely no surprise that Super CD Cover Maker
doesn't need an ultra fast computer to run properly and it works well on all Windows
versions. Windows 7 users however need administrator privileges to make it load. All in
all, Super CD Cover Maker is just a basic CD cover creator, offering only minimal tools to
design new projects. There are many other apps out there, doing the same thing much
better and even with a freeware license.# -*- Mode: Makefile -*- # # File: md5.pp #
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Super CD Cover Maker is a lightweight Windows software solution designed to help your
print CD covers with ease. The application has quite a simple interface, but that's only
the result of the limited number of features, which means you shouldn't expect to
create the most appealing CD covers ever seen. Super CD Cover Maker lets you create a
cover for every part of a CD case, including front, inside, back, back inside and even for
the CD per se. Still, the so-called cover is actually an image that's automatically
stretched to fit a CD case, with no other photo editing tools available. Inserting a new
picture is as easy as pie, and right clicking in the main window should do the job. The
supported formats include JPG, GIF, BMP, EMF, WMF, ICO and CUR. Super CD Cover
Maker also boasts a minimal “Preferences” window that lets you provide the path to
your dedicated photo editor and thus edit one of the images you plan to use on the go.
Other than that, there's nothing special about this app. It lets you print the created
covers easily, but you can also save the projects in its very own format in order to be
editing again at a later date. It's absolutely no surprise that Super CD Cover Maker
doesn't need an ultra fast computer to run properly and it works well on all Windows
versions. Windows 7 users however need administrator privileges to make it load. All in
all, Super CD Cover Maker is just a basic CD cover creator, offering only minimal tools to
design new projects. There are many other apps out there, doing the same thing much
better and even with a freeware license. Data Compressor Pro 1.0 Data Compressor Pro
1.0 is an easy-to-use tool to remove the redundant data from the images or other files
so as to compress the files for better storage and transmission. The main function of this
program is to remove the redundant data within a file, just by setting the Input and
Output file, the Output File folder and the redundant data are also supported, such as
EXIF, XMP, IPTC, etc, thus the types of output file are quite expansive. In addition to the
compression image function, the compressor allows you to convert and edit the image,
such as crop and resize, rotate, flip and watermark. All operations are managed by a
user-friendly interface. Data Compressor Pro Features: 1. Setting the input and

What's New In Super CD Cover Maker?

CD Jacket Cover is easy to use, intuitive CD jacket cover software that allows you to
create your own beautiful CD jackets in a few simple steps. The best part is that CD
Jacket Cover can also be easily integrated with the Windows OS.Features: Automatic
Padding: CD Jacket Cover provides the most powerful automatic padding ability
available; you can use built-in preset padding, one of your own pictures, and anything
else you like. You can even use CD Jacket Cover's own GUI to create a special code for
various CD jacket types, such as sublimation, normal, full, and more. And best of all, you
can combine any of the available presets together to suit your requirements.
Customizable Padding: You can use any of the built-in presets, special-coded padding,
and even a picture or text to add special effects to your CD jacket cover, allowing you to
customize your CD cover project with absolute ease.We can help you to: Run CD Jacket
Cover easily in Windows system. With easy-to-use interface, CD Jacket Cover is
incredibly easy to use and you can make CD jacket covers in a click. Creating custom
code: With multiple padding options and any combination of specific code or images, CD
Jacket Cover makes it easy to create an awesome custom code for your CD
jacket.Create custom code: You can use the included tools, built-in presets, and other
CD jacket types to create a special code for your CD jacket. For example, you can use
CD Jacket Cover to create custom codes for traditional, full, and sublimation jacket
types. And if you don't want to use one of the built-in preset codes, you can easily
create your own special-coded jacket codes.Designer Coder: CD Jacket Cover provides
powerful functions to make your coding tasks easier and effective. With designer Coder,
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you can use and edit built-in presets, use your own pictures, text, or even CSS
properties for padding to customize your jacket. You can even combine two or three
different preset codes into a single code, or even customize your padding structure to
keep your audio and visual activities neatly separated.Multi-language support: CD Jacket
Cover can convert your CD jacket cover project into different languages, allowing you to
be comfortable while coding. With the built-in preset code or your own code, you can
freely customize the background color or text color of the case, text, and image parts
and finish your project with elegance and style.Full support for Digital Media: CD
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System Requirements For Super CD Cover Maker:

-Windows 7 -Minimum of 2 GB of RAM -4 GB of hard-drive space -Internet connection
with minimum speed of 3 Mbps -Screen resolution is 1024×768 -AC adapter (USB 2.0) is
recommended -Minimum of 1 GB of free disk space -Internet Explorer 8.0 and above for
desktop edition -Internet Explorer 8.0 and above for mobile edition -Minimum of 2 GHz
processor and 512 MB of RAM for desktop edition -Minimum of
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